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The container seaerail multimodal transport system faces complex challenges with de-
mand uncertainties for joint slot allocation and dynamic pricing. The challenge is
formulated as a two-stage optimal model based on revenue management (RM) as actual
slots sale of multi-node container seaerail multimodal transport usually includes contract
sale to large shippers and free sale to scattered shippers. First stage in the model utilizes an
origin-destination control approach, formulated as a stochastic integer programming
equation, to settle long-term slot allocation in the contract market and empty container
allocation. Second stage in the model is formulated as a stochastic nonlinear programming
equation to solve a multiproduct joint dynamic pricing and inventory control problem for
price settling and slot allocation in each period of free market. Considering the random
nature of demand, the methods of chance constrained programming and robust optimi-
zation are utilized to transform stochastic models into deterministic models. A numerical
experiment is presented to verify the availability of models and solving methods. Results of
considering uncertain/certain demand are compared, which show that the two-stage
optimal strategy integrating slot allocation with dynamic pricing considering random de-
mand is revealed to increase the revenue for multimodal transport operators (MTO) while
concurrently satisfying shippers' demand. Research resulting from this paper will
contribute to the theory and practice of container seaerail multimodal transport revenue
management and provide a scientific decision-making tool for MTO.
© 2015 Periodical Offices of Chang'an University. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. on
behalf of Owner. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).1. Introduction
This paper addresses the challenges of joint slot allocation
and dynamic pricing in container seaerail multimodal trans-
port system based on revenue management (RM). Container728392.
iu), hlyang@dlmu.edu.cn
al Offices of Chang'an Un
'an University. Production
se (http://creativecommoseaerail multimodal transport is an advanced transportation
form with advantages of high efficiency, fast speed, large ca-
pacity, low cost, and minimal pollution. As organizers for
container seaerail multimodal transport, the multimodal
transport operators (MTO) typically contract with actual(H. Yang).
iversity.
and hosting by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of Owner. This is an open
ns.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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purchase operational rights for a certain numbers of capacity
slots as capacity resource. Slots are then sold to shippers by
theMTOwith charges based on total freight. If theMTO sell all
the slots at a unified price and on a “First Come First Served”,
higher returns would be forfeited, as profits from later ship-
pers, willing to pay a premium for shipping privileges, are lost.
Optimal decisions for slot allocation and pricing in the process
of slots sale are then vital to maximize profits as well as cope
with the different container transportation demands.
In the field of container multimodal transportation,
research focused on slot allocation and pricing is scarce with
most studies focused on network planning and path optimi-
zation (Chang, 2008; Chang et al., 2010; Fan et al., 2010; van
Riessen et al., 2013; Ziliaskopoulos and Wardell, 2000).
Recently, slot allocation and dynamic pricing based on RM
have attracted more attention in single mode of container
transportation. Lee et al. (2007, 2009) presented a stochastic
dynamic programming model for a single leg revenue man-
agement problem. Feng and Chang (2010) studied the optimal
slot allocation problem of a liner on specific routes taking into
account the cost of empty container allocation. Lu et al. (2010)
utilized a quantitative slot allocation model to maximize
potential profit per service, taking into account demand,
empty container repositioning restrictions, slot size, loaded
weight and reefer capacities. Zurheide and Fischer (2011)
studied the discrete simulation of liner slot booking, and
established liner slot allocation quantitative models taking
the transfer possibilities among multi sections and multi
routes into account, which was simulated in different
situations, networks and input settings to determine the
optimal slot booking strategy for shipping companies. Cao
et al. (2012) formulated the stochastic integer programming
model for the capacity allocation problem taking into
account matches in supply and random demand of rail
container transportation. In the works of Yin et al. (2010), a
nonlinear pricing revenue optimization model was
conducted based on a classical two-part pricing theory. Yin
and Kim (2012) discussed a method of optimizing container
lines' freight tariffs through consideration of changes in
order quantities made by freight forwarding responding to
price schemes proposed by the container lines companies.
Bu et al. (2012) studied option contract ordering and the
pricing policy of freight forwarding considering empty
container repositioning issues.
Research has been mostly limited to single mode of
container transport (shipping or railway)withminimal related
research focused on container seaerail multimodal transport.
The seaerail multimodal transport is unique from single
mode of transport as combining shipping and railway
dramatically increases RM complexities. Background research
generally assumes a back and forth route formation for single
mode of transport, while circular routes typical in shipping
have not received equivalent focus. The circular routes in
shipping will lead to a more complex segments combination
and goods flow in seaerail multimodal transport. Addition-
ally, while research for single decision-making behavior (ca-
pacity/slot allocation or pricing) is ample, research for unified
decision-making required for slot allocation and dynamic
pricing of container transport is scare.Slot allocation and dynamic pricing are generally regarded
as technologies related to inventory control and dynamic
pricing in RM and have been separately studied for decades
(Belobaba, 1987; Brumelle and McGill, 1993; Feng and Gallego,
1995; Feng and Xiao, 2000; Gallego and van Ryzin, 1994; Little-
wood, 1972; vanRyzin andMcGill, 2000; Zhao andZheng, 2000).
Inventory control and dynamic pricing interact closely with
each other, thus should be analyzed integratively. Research
hasbeenconductedonthis topic.Weatherford (1997)advanced
a comprehensive RM model of pricing and capacity control,
and discovered that price should be included as a decision
variable in the comprehensive model as demand is affected
by price. Accuracy of the model is not achieved however, as a
result of the complex expression of income function. Feng
and Xiao (2006) studied the comprehensive decision model
for optimal capacity allocation and dynamic pricing,
discovering that optimal capacity allocation and pricing
strategy is based on a threshold point sequence which is a
function of inventory, price and strength of demand. Taudes
and Rudloff (2012) proposed an integrated pricing and
inventory control model with a two-period linear demand
model, proving that optimal joint pricing/inventory policy for
the replenishment opportunity, following the first period, is a
base-stock list-price policy. Zhu (2012) studied a single-item
periodic-review model for the joint pricing and inventory
replenishment problem with returns and expediting. Lee
(2014) studied a periodic-review pricing and inventory
replenishment problem with stochastic demands in multiple
periods, concluding that optimal price is determined based
on inventory level after the replenishment in each period.
The above research focused on joint capacity control and
dynamic pricing decisions, but was limited to general
perishable products or air passenger transport. Additionally,
research focused only on single product (or single flight
segment transport) under predictable or random demand.
Joint capacity control and dynamic pricing, as related to
container seaerail multimodal transport with multi-segment
transport under random demand, will significantly benefit
from focused research efforts.
In a word, it can be attested that no studies deal with a
comprehensive research process for four components simul-
taneously including: container seaerail multimodal transport
issues, joint decision of slot allocation and dynamic pricing,
multi-node line (multi-product) and random demand.
Different from the existing research, we combine the four
components together and establish a two-stage optimal
model. First stage of the model seeks to solve long-term slot
allocation based on contract sale and empty container allo-
cations by applying an origin-destination control equation.
Second stage of the model seeks to determine pricing and slot
allocation in each period of free sale by applying a multi-
product joint dynamic pricing and inventory control
approach. Challenges develop as random demand increases
difficulty of solving the models, thus we use the methods of
chance constrained programming and robust optimization to
transform stochastic programming into deterministic pro-
gramming. A numerical experiment is then presented to
verify accuracy of the models and solution methods. Contri-
butions will be produced by this research to enhance the
theory and practice of container seaerail multimodal
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cision-making process for MTO.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents the problem formulation. Section 3 demonstrates a
solution procedure. Section 4 illustrates a numerical
experiment. Finally Section 5 concludes this study and
discusses future research directions.2. Problem formulation
2.1. Problem description
The multi-node container seaerail multimodal transport line
operated by a MTO enterprise is depicted in Fig. 1. The
transport line includes a railway section and an ocean
shipping section: the railway section is a back and forth
container train route between port A1 and its hinterland with
the nodes of stations S1,S2,/,Sm; the ocean shipping section is
a clockwise liner route between places A and B with the
nodes of ports A1,/,Aq and B1,B2,/,Bn; the connection nodes
of railway section and ocean shipping section are Sm/A1
where seamless transferring can be accomplished. The
running direction of the seaerail multimodal transport line is
symbolized by arrows as depicted in Fig. 1.
MTO contracts with actual carriers (a railway company
and a liner company) to purchase operational rights of Q slots
both in railway container trains and shipping liners as its
fixed capacity resource. Slots are then sold to shippers by the
MTO, operating as the contract carrier and transport coordi-
nator. Optimal maximum revenue relies on MTO decision-
making abilities in coordination of accurate slot allocation
and pricing.
The process of slots sale can be implemented in three steps
according to the thought of market segmentation (Cross,
1997), differential pricing (Weatherford and Bodily, 1992),
and actual operation of multi-node container seaerail
multimodal transport. MTO first sells a portion of slots in
advance, at a lower price on select origin-destination (OD)
pairs as a series of contract sales in accordance with
requests of large shippers. Empty container demand is then
fulfilled on each node in the line by setting aside some slots
on select OD pairs to transport empty containers. MTO
finally sells the remaining slots on each OD pair freely to theFig. 1 e Description of multi-node containpublic at a specified price accepting bookings from a variety
of scattered shippers.
Thus, slot allocation and dynamic pricing procedures for
multi-node container seaerail multimodal transport based on
RM can be described in two stages (Fig. 2). In the first stage, the
price for strong bargaining contract shippers is negotiated,
and the cost of empty container transportation is generally
certain, the MTO then must decide, according to the forecast
demand, how many slots should be allocated to contract
shippers on each loaded container OD pair with the
negotiated price and how to transport empty containers.
The second stage involves allocation and pricing of surplus
slots for scattered shippers who do not retain adequate
bargaining power to reserve slots prior to MTO public
pricing. Maximum revenue efforts may be pursued as the
MTO may divide freight solicitation time T into t periods
according to weeks (or days), accounting for price increases
as the booking deadline approaches. The MTO then must
determine, according to forecast demand, best pricing and
reallocation of surplus slots in each booking period of free
sale on each loaded container OD pair.
Assumptions are as follows:
a) MTO in an imperfectly competitive market retains monop-
oly pricing power. The risk attitude of MTO is risk neutral.
b) Container goods transport is generally accomplished by
trade contract, virtually eliminating cancellations post-
booking. Additionally, shippers seldom consider future
shipping price when booking slots. Thus, booking slots by
shippers in each market on each OD pair with these slots
are secure.
c) The demand of contract sale is a positive random variable
following normal distribution and the demand on each OD
pair is independent.
d) The demand of free sale in different booking periods
changes with price fluctuations, and the form of demand
function is a linear function.
e) seaerail loaded container freight flow patterns are: the go-
way flow is from any node of the railway section (except
the connection node Sm) to any node of ocean shipping
section in place B; the back-way flow is from any node of
ocean shipping section in place B to any node of the railway
section (except the connection node Sm).er seaerail multimodal transport line.
Fig. 2 e Joint slot allocation and dynamic pricing procedures for container seaerail multimodal transport.
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the ports in place A, so the segment connecting port A1 to
B1 is regarded as one segment called segmentm. Thus, this
seaerail multimodal transport line is divided into mþn
segments including m1 segments in railway section and
nþ1 segments in ocean shipping section.
g) Empty container allocations among nodes in the ocean
shipping section are typically taken by the shipping liner
company, thus MTO is responsible only for empty
container allocations among railway section nodes.
h) Both ships and trains retain fixed schedules. Time con-
straints for the ships and the trains are then discounted in
the models.
2.2. Notations
2.2.1. Parameters
U1¼{S1,S2,/,Sm1} is the set of the first m1 nodes in rail-
way section.
U2¼{B1,B2,/,Bn} is the set of all nodes of ocean shipping
section in place B.
U3¼{S1,S2,/,Sm} is the set of all nodes in railway section.Aijk ¼

1 the contract sale on goway OD pair ðijÞ goes through seg
0 otherwise
Ajik ¼

1 the contract sale on backway OD pair ðjiÞ goes through s
0 otherwise
Nghk ¼

1 the empty container transport OD pairðghÞgoes through s
0 otherwise
Bijk ¼

1 the free sale on goway OD pairðijÞgoes through segment
0 otherwise
Bjik ¼

1 the free sale on backway OD pair ðjiÞgoes through segme
0 otherwise(ij) is the go-way OD pair of seaerail loaded container flow,
ci2U1;cj2U2.
(ji) is the back-way OD pair of seaerail loaded container
flow, ci2U1;cj2U2.
(gh) is the OD pair of empty container flow, cg;h2U3, g is
the origin node of empty containers, while h is the desti-
nation node. g⊲h, which represents g locates farther from
the connection node Sm than h, means go-way direction.
h⊲g, which represents h locates farther from the connec-
tion node Sm than g, means back-way direction.
pІij and p
І
ji are the negotiated prices for contract shippers on
go-way OD pair (ij) and back-way OD pair (ji), respectively.
pgh is the cost of transporting an empty container on OD
pair (gh).
DІij and D
І
ji are random demands of contract shippers on go-
way OD pair (ij) and back-way OD pair (ji), respectively.
Eh is the demand of empty container at node h.
Qk is the slot capacity of segment k in the transport line,
Qk¼Q，k¼1,2,/,m-1,m,/,mþn.
Pij and Pji are the price upper limit of free sale on go-wayOD
pair (ij) and back-way OD pair (ji), respectively.
T is the freight solicitation time of free sale.
t is the booking period of free sale.ment k
egment k
egment k
k
ntk
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xІij and x
І
ji are the numbers of slots allocated to contract
shippers for contract sale in the first stage on go-way OD
pair (ij) and back-way OD pair (ji), respectively.
ygh is the numbers of slots allocated to empty containers
allocation in the first stage on OD pair (gh).
pⅡijt and p
Ⅱ
jit are the prices in the booking period t of free sale
in the second stage on go-way OD pair (ij) and back-way OD
pair (ji), respectively.2.2.3. State variables decided by decision variables
xⅡijt and x
Ⅱ
jit are the slot demand in the booking period t of free
sale in the second stage on go-way OD pair (ij) and back-way
OD pair (ji), respectively, which can be expressed as the
functions of the prices pⅡijt and p
Ⅱ
jit.
It is assumed that forms of demand function xⅡijtðpⅡijtÞ and
xⅡjitðpⅡjitÞ are the linear functions as:
xⅡijt ¼ xⅡijt

pⅡijt

¼ aijt  bijtpⅡijt t ¼ 1;2;/;T (1)
xⅡjit ¼ xⅡjit

pⅡjit

¼ ajit  bjitpⅡjit t ¼ 1;2;/;T (2)
where the coefficients aijt, bijt, ajit, bjit must be estimated using
statistical methods.max
PT
t¼1
P
ðijÞ;ðjiÞ

xⅡijtp
Ⅱ
ijt þ xⅡjitpⅡjit

s:t:
P
ðijÞ
Aijkx
І*
ij þ
X
ðghÞ:g⊲h2U3
Nghky
*
gh þ
XT
t¼1
X
ðijÞ
Bijkx
Ⅱ
ijt  Qk k ¼ 1; 2;/;m 1 ①
P
ðjiÞ
Ajikx
І*
ji þ
X
ðghÞ:h⊲g2U3
Nghky
*
gh þ
XT
t¼1
X
ðjiÞ
Bjikx
Ⅱ
jit  Qk k ¼ 1;2;/;m 1 ②
P
ðijÞ;ðjiÞ

Aijkx
І*
ij þAjikxІ
*
ji

þ
XT
t¼1
X
ðijÞ;ðjiÞ

Bijkx
Ⅱ
ijt þ BjikxⅡjit

 Qk k ¼ m;mþ 1;/;mþ n ③
pІij  pⅡijt  Pij ci2U1;cj2U2;ct ④
pІji  pⅡjit  Pji ci2U1;cj2U2;ct ⑤
(4)2.3. Model in the first stage
The first stage is expressed as an Origin-Destination Control
problem under uncertain demand. The slot allocation model
in the first stage is formulated as follows:
max
P
ðijÞ;ðjiÞ

xІijp
І
ij þ xІjipІji


X
ðghÞ
yghpgh
s:t:
P
ðijÞ
Aijkx
І
ij þ
X
ðghÞ:g⊲h2U3
Nghkygh  Qk k ¼ 1;2;/;m 1 ①P
ðjiÞ
Ajikx
І
ji þ
X
ðghÞ:h⊲g2U3
Nghkygh  Qk k ¼ 1; 2;/;m 1 ②P
ðijÞ;ðjiÞ

Aijkx
І
ij þAjikxІji

 Qk k ¼ m;mþ 1;/;mþ n ③
xІij  DІij ④
xІji  DІji ⑤P
g2U3 ;gsh
ygh  Eh ch2U3 ⑥
yhl ¼ 0 for Eh > 0; ch; l2U3 ⑦
xІij; x
І
ji; ygh2N∪f0g ⑧
(3)In model (3), the objective is to maximize MTO revenue in
the first stage, which equals to the sum revenue of contract
sale on each loaded container OD pair minus the sum cost of
empty container transportation.
Constraints① and② indicate the sum of slots allocated to
contract sale and empty container transportation through
each segment in railway section cannot exceed the slot ca-
pacity of each segment in railway section, on go-way and
back-way, respectively; constraint ③ expresses the sum of
slots allocated to contract sale through each segment in ocean
shipping section cannot exceed the slot capacity of each
segment in ocean shipping section; constraints ④ and ⑤
present that the number of slots allocated to contract sale
cannot be greater than the random demand of contract
shippers, on go-way and back-way, respectively; constraints
⑥ and ⑦ indicate that the empty container allocation from
each node to node h in railway section cannot be less than the
empty container demand of node h, and the empty container
cannot be transported from node h to other nodes; constraint
⑧ is an integer constraint of the decision variables.
2.4. Model in the second stage
The second stage is expressed as a multiproduct joint pricing
and inventory control problem under random demand. The
dynamic pricing model in the second stage is formulated as
follows:where xІ
*
ij , x
І*
ji and y
*
gh are the optimal solution of slot allocation
model (3).
In model (4), the objective is to maximize MTO revenue,
which equals to the sum revenue of free sale in each booking
period on each loaded container OD pair.
Constraints① and② indicate the sum of slots allocated to
contract sale and free sale as well as empty container trans-
portation through each segment in railway section cannot
exceed the slot capacity of each segment in railway section, on
go-way and back-way, respectively; constraint ③ represents
the sum of slots allocated to contract sale and free sale
through each segment in ocean shipping section cannot
exceed the slot capacity of each segment in ocean shipping
section; constraints④ and⑤ represent the price of free sale in
any period cannot be less than the price of contract sale, and
cannot be more than a price upper limit on each go-way OD
pair and back-way OD pair, respectively.
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3.1. Model transformation in the first stage
Model (3) is a random integer programming model due to the
existence of random demand variables DІij and D
І
ji, thus the
chance constrained programming method (Charnes and
Cooper, 1959) is utilized in this paper. Decisions derived
under adverse conditions may not entirely satisfy the
constraint however, decisions made should be within a
logical proximity.
Given the confidence levels mij and mji, constraints ④ and
⑤ in model (3) are then transformed into chance
constraints:
P

xІij  DІij

 mij (5)
P

xІji  DІji

 mji (6)
Let Fij() and Fji() be the distribution function of DІij and DІji,
thus the equivalence deterministic constraints of chance
constraints Eqs. (5) and (6) are:
xІij  Kmij ¼ sup
n
K
K ¼ F1ij 1 mijo (7)
xІji  Kmji ¼ sup
n
K
K ¼ F1ji 1 mjio (8)
where F1ij ðÞ and F1ji ðÞ are the inverse functions of Fij() and
Fji(), respectively. When the solutions of Eqs. (7) and (8) are
not unique, the larger is chosen.
In this way, model (3) is converted into an equivalent
deterministic model as:
max
P
ðijÞ;ðjiÞ

xІijp
І
ij þ xІjipІji


X
ðghÞ
yghpgh
s:t:
P
ðijÞ
Aijkx
І
ij þ
X
ðghÞ:g⊲h2U3
Nghkygh  Qk k ¼ 1;2;/;m 1 ①P
ðjiÞ
Ajikx
І
ji þ
X
ðghÞ:h⊲g2U3
Nghkygh  Qk k ¼ 1;2;/;m 1 ②P
ðijÞ;ðjiÞ

Aijkx
І
ij þ AjikxІji

 Qk k ¼ m;mþ 1;/;mþ n ③
xІij  Kmij ¼ sup
n
K
K ¼ F1ij 1 mijo ④
xІji  Kmji ¼ sup
n
K
K ¼ F1ji 1 mjio ⑤P
g2U3 ;gsh
ygh  Eh ch2U3 ⑥
yhl ¼ 0; for Eh > 0 ch; l2U3 ⑦
xІij; x
І
ji; ygh2N∪f0g ⑧
(9)
Solving model (9) may obtain optimal slot allocation
strategy in the first stage.3.2. Model transformation in the second stage
In free sale model (4), actual demand fluctuates randomly,
thus the optimal solution is dependent on the coefficients of
xⅡijtðpⅡijtÞ and xⅡjitðpⅡjitÞ. If the estimations of coefficients aijt, bijtand ajit, bjit in Eqs. (1) and (2) are inaccurate, the optimal
solution may not satisfy constraints of slot capacity limit,
therefore, the goal of obtaining maximum revenue will not
be met. As a result, the robust dynamic pricing model (Ran
et al., 2009; Thiele, 2006) is presented to fit uncertainty of
demands.
Let
~aijt2

aijt  baijt;aijt þ baijt; ~bijt2hbijt  bbijt;bijt þ bbijti
~ajit2

ajit  bajit;ajit þ bajit; ~bjit2hbjit  bbjit;bjit þ bbjiti
where ~aijt; ~bijt represent the actual value of coefficients
aijt, bijt in demand function, baijt >0; bbijt >0 indicate the
variation of coefficients ~aijt; ~bijt. Supposing that xijt, hijt and
xjit, hjit are variables valued in closed interval [1,1], xijt is
the deviation degree of the actual value ~aijt from the
estimation aijt, hijt is the deviation degree of the actual
value ~bijt from the estimation bijt, xjit is the deviation de-
gree of the actual value ~ajit from the estimation ajit, hjit is
the deviation degree of the actual value ~bjit from the
estimation bjit, ~aijt ¼ aijt þ baijtxijt, ~bijt ¼ bijt þ bbijthijt,
~ajit ¼ ajit þ bajitxjit, ~bjit ¼ bjit þ bbjithjit. Thus the actual demand
in the period t can be formulated as:
~xⅡijt

pⅡijt

¼ ~aijt  ~bijtpⅡijt ¼

aijt þ baijtxijt	 bijt þ bbijthijtpⅡijt (10)
~xⅡjit

pⅡjit

¼ ~ajit  ~bjitpⅡjit ¼

ajit þ bajitxjit	 bjit þ bbjithjitpⅡjit (11)
So the absolute value of the differences between actual
demand ~xⅡijtðpⅡijtÞ and nominal demand xⅡijtðpⅡijtÞ in period t isbaijtxijt  bbijthijtpⅡijt, and the absolute value of the differences
between actual demand ~xⅡjitðpⅡjitÞ and nominal demand xⅡjitðpⅡjitÞ
in the period t is
bajitxjit  bbjithjitpⅡjit.
The parameters Gij and Gji which are given non-negative
real numbers are introduced to constrain the deviation be-
tween total actual demand and total nominal demand in each
period, on go-way OD pair (ij) and back-way OD pair (ji),
respectively.XT
t¼1
baijtxijt  bbijthijtpⅡijt
 XT
t¼1
baijtxijt  bbijthijtpⅡijt  Gij (12)
XT
t¼1
bajitxjit  bbjithjitpⅡjit
 XT
t¼1
bajitxjit  bbjithjitpⅡjit  Gji (13)
where Gij2½0;
PT
t¼1ðbaijt þ bbijtPijÞ, Gji2½0;PTt¼1ðbajit þ bbjitPjiÞ, the
larger values of Gij and Gji, the less accurate demand function
information is mastered by MTO, on the contrary, the smaller
values of Gij and Gji, the more accurate demand function in-
formation is mastered by MTO.
Integrating Eqs. 10e13 into model (4), model (4) is then
transformed into a dynamic pricing robust model as:
max
"PT
t¼1
P
ðijÞ;ðjiÞ

aijt  bijtpⅡijt

pⅡijt þ

ajit  bjitpⅡjit

pⅡjit

þmin
0@XT
t¼1
X
ðijÞ;ðjiÞ
baijtxijt  bbijthijtpⅡijtpⅡijt þ bajitxjit  bbjithjitpⅡjitpⅡjit
1A35
s:t:
PT
t¼1
P
ðijÞ
Bijk

aijt  bijtpⅡijt

þ
XT
t¼1
X
ðijÞ
Bijk
baijtxijt  bbijthijtpⅡijt  Qk X
ðijÞ
Aijkx
І*
ij 
X
ðghÞ:g⊲h2U3
Nghky
*
gh k ¼ 1; 2;/;m 1 ①
PT
t¼1
P
ðjiÞ
Bjik

ajit  bjitpⅡjit

þ
XT
t¼1
X
ðjiÞ
Bjik
bajitxjit  bbjithjitpⅡjit  Qk X
ðjiÞ
Ajikx
І*
ji 
X
ðghÞ:h⊲g2U3
Nghky
*
gh k ¼ 1; 2;/;m 1 ②
PT
t¼1
P
ðijÞ;ðjiÞ

Bijk

aijt  bijtpⅡijt

þ Bjik

ajit  bjitpⅡjit

þ
XT
t¼1
X
ðijÞ;ðjiÞ

Bijk
baijtxijt  bbijthijtpⅡijtþ Bjikbajitxjit  bbjithjitpⅡjit
 Qk 
X
ðijÞ;ðjiÞ

Aijkx
І*
ij þ AjikxІ
*
ji

k ¼ m;mþ 1;/;mþ n ③PT
t¼1
baijtxijt  bbijthijtpⅡijt  Gij ci2U1;cj2U2 ④PT
t¼1
bajitxjit  bbjithjitpⅡjit  Gji ci2U1;cj2U2 ⑤xijt  1; hijt  1; xjit  1; hjit  1 ci2U1;cj2U2;ct ⑥
pIij  pⅡijt  Pij ci2U1;cj2U2;ct ⑦
pІji  pjit  Pji ci2U1;cj2U2;ct ⑧
(14)
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the minimum of revenue variation in the objective. Merging
constraints ④ and ⑤ with constraints ①, ② and ③, respec-
tively, new constraints are produced, so that model (14) is
relaxed into the following equivalent model as:max
"PT
t¼1
P
ðijÞ;ðjiÞ

aijt  bijtpⅡijt

pⅡijt þ

ajit  bjitpⅡjit

pⅡjit

þmin
0@XT
t¼1
X
ðijÞ;ðjiÞ
baijtxijt  bbijthijtpⅡijtpⅡijt þ bajitxjit  bbjithjitpⅡjitpⅡjit
1A35
s:t:
PT
t¼1
P
ðijÞ
Bijk

aijt  bijtpⅡijt

 Qk 
X
ðijÞ
Aijkx
І*
ij 
X
ðghÞ:g⊲h2U3
Nghky
*
gh 
X
ðijÞ
BijkGij k ¼ 1;2;/;m 1 ①
PT
t¼1
P
ðjiÞ
Bjik

ajit  bjitpⅡjit

 Qk 
X
ðjiÞ
Ajikx
І*
ji 
X
ðghÞ:h⊲g2U3
Nghky
*
gh 
X
ðjiÞ
BjikGji k ¼ 1; 2;/;m 1 ②
PT
t¼1
P
ðijÞ;ðjiÞ

Bijk

aijt  bijtpⅡijt

þ Bjik

ajit  bjitpⅡjit

 Qk 
X
ðijÞ;ðjiÞ

Aijkx
І*
ij þAjikxІ
*
ji


X
ðijÞ;ðjiÞ

BijkGij þ BjikGji
	
k ¼ m;mþ 1;/;mþ n ③
PT
t¼1
baijtxijt  bbijthijtpⅡijt  Gij ci2U1;cj2U2 ④PT
t¼1
bajitxjit  bbjithjitpⅡjit  Gji ci2U1;cj2U2 ⑤xijt  1; hijt  1; xjit  1; hjit  1; ci2U1;cj2U2;ct ⑥
pІij  pⅡijt  Pij ci2U1;cj2U2;ct ⑦
pІji  pⅡjit  Pji ci2U1;cj2U2;ct ⑧
(15)Model (15) is a bi-level programming problemwith an inner
minimization problem visssewable as linear programmingmax
"PT
t¼1
P
ðijÞ;ðjiÞ

aijt  bijtpⅡijt

pⅡijt þ

ajit  bjitpⅡjit

pⅡjit


X
ðijÞ;ðjiÞ

Gijzij þ Gjizj
s:t:
PT
t¼1
P
ðijÞ
Bijk

aijt  bijtpⅡijt

 Qk 
X
ðijÞ
Aijkx
І*
ij 
X
ðghÞ:g⊲h2U3
Nghky
*
gh 
X
ðijÞPT
t¼1
P
ðjiÞ
Bjik

ajit  bjitpⅡjit

 Qk 
X
ðjiÞ
Ajikx
І*
ji 
X
ðghÞ:h⊲g2U3
Nghky
*
gh 
X
ðjiÞ
Bjik
PT
t¼1
P
ðijÞ;ðjiÞ

Bijk

aijt  bijtpⅡijt

þ Bjik

ajit  bjitpⅡjit

 Qk 
X
ðijÞ;ðjiÞ

Aijkx
І*
ij þ
pІij  pⅡijt  Pij ci2U1;cj2U2;ct
pІji  pⅡjit  Pji ci2U1;cj2U2;ct
zij  0; zji  0 ci2U1;cj2U2based on decision variables xijt, hijt, xjit and hjit. We derive the
following theorem by searching for the dual problem of the
inner minimization problem based on the strong duality
theory.Theorem: model (15) is equivalent to the following convex
programming problem model (16):i
	þXT
t¼1
X
ðijÞ;ðjiÞ
baijt  bbijtpⅡijtpⅡijt  zijþ bajit  bbjitpⅡjitpⅡjit  zji
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BijkGij k ¼ 1;2;/;m 1 ①
Gji k ¼ 1; 2;/;m 1 ②
Ajikx
І*
ji


X
ðijÞ;ðjiÞ

BijkGij þ BjikGji
	
k ¼ m;mþ 1;/;mþ n ③
④
⑤
⑥
(16)
Table 1 e Price and demand of contract sale.
(ij) and (ji) S1B1 S1B2 S2B1 S2B2 B1S1 B1S2 B2S1 B2S2
pІij and p
І
ji (CNY/TEU) 4600 4700 3860 3960 4750 4010 4650 3910
D
І
ij and D
І
ji (TEU)
25 30 6 10 22 8 25 6
sІij and s
І
ji (TEU) 2 2 1 1.5 2 1.5 2 1
j o u rn a l o f t r a ffi c a nd t r an s p o r t a t i o n e n g i n e e r i n g ( e n g l i s h e d i t i o n ) 2 0 1 5 ; 2 ( 3 ) : 1 9 8e2 0 8 205where zij and zji are decision variables in the dual program-
ming of inner minimization problem of model (15).
Proof: First, in model (15), constraints ④, ⑤ and ⑥ are
the constraints of inner minimization problem, so the
inner minimization problem in model (15) can be repre-
sented as:
min
PT
t¼1
P
ðijÞ;ðjiÞ
baijtxijt  bbijthijtpⅡijtpⅡijt þ bajitxjit  bbjithjitpⅡjitpⅡjit
s:t:
PT
t¼1
baijtxijt  bbijthijtpⅡijt  Gij ci2U1;cj2U2PT
t¼1
bajitxjit  bbjithjitpⅡjit  Gji ci2U1;cj2U2
1  xijt  1 ci2U1;cj2U2;ct
1  hijt  1 ci2U1;cj2U2;ct
1  xjit  1 ci2U1;cj2U2;ct
1  hjit  1 ci2U1;cj2U2;ct
(17)
Second, search for the dual problem of inner minimization
problem (17)
max
 
P
ðijÞ
Gijzij
X
ðjiÞ
Gjizji
XT
t¼1
X
ðijÞ
uþijt
XT
t¼1
X
ðijÞ
uijt
XT
t¼1
X
ðjiÞ
uþjit
PT
t¼1
P
ðjiÞ
ujit
PT
t¼1
P
ðijÞ
vþijt
PT
t¼1
P
ðijÞ
vijt
PT
t¼1
P
ðjiÞ
vþjit
PT
t¼1
P
ðjiÞ
vjit
!
s:t:
8>>>>><>>>>>:
baijtzijuþijtþuijt  baijtpⅡijt ci2U1;cj2U2;ctbajitzjiuþjitþujit  bajitpⅡjit ci2U1;cj2U2;ct
bbijtpⅡijtzijvþijtþvijt bbijtpⅡ2ijt ci2U1;cj2U2;ct
bbjitpⅡjitzjivþjitþvjit bbjitpⅡ2jit ci2U1;cj2U2;ct
zij;zji;u
þ
ijt;u

ijt;u
þ
jit;u

jit;v
þ
ijt;v

ijt;v
þ
jit;v

jit 0 ci2U1;cj2U2;ct
⇔
s:t:
8>>>>>>><>>>>>>>:
uþijtuijt baijtpⅡijtzij2uijt ci2U1;cj2U2;ct
uþjitujit bajitpⅡjitzji2ujit ci2U1;cj2U2;ct
vþijtvijt  bbijtpⅡijtzijpⅡijt2vijt ci2U1;cj2U2;ct
vþjitvjit  bbjitpⅡjitzjipⅡjit2vjit ci2U1;cj2U2;ct
zij;zji;u
þ
ijt;u

ijt;u
þ
jit;u

jit;v
þ
ijt;v

ijt;v
þ
jit;v

jit 0 ci2U1;cj2U2;ct
(18)Table 2 e Cost and demand of empty container
transportation.
(gh) S1S2 S1S3 S2S1 S2S3 S3S1 S3S2
pgh (CNY/TEU) 280 720 280 440 720 440
Eh (TEU) 8 (h¼S1) 6 (h¼S2) 0 (h¼S3)The dual problem (18) can be simplified equivalently as:
max
 
 P
ðijÞ;ðjiÞ

Gijzij þ Gjizji
	þXT
t¼1
X
ðijÞ
baijt  bbijtpⅡijtpⅡijt  zij
þPT
t¼1
P
ðjiÞ
bajit  bbjitpⅡjitpⅡjit  zji
PT
t¼1
P
ðijÞ;ðjiÞ

2uijt þ 2ujit þ 2vijt þ 2vjit
1A
s: t: zij; zji;u

ijt;u

jit; v

ijt; v

jit  0 ci2U1;cj2U2;ct
(19)
Due to the nonnegative variables uijt, u

jit, v

ijt, v

jit, it is
obvious that the objective function derives maximum value
when all variables uijt, u

jit, v

ijt, v

jit equal zero. Thus, the last
item of objective function may be disregarded. Furthermore,
since the inner minimization problem (17) in model (15) is
feasible and bounded, according to the strong duality theo-
rem, its dual problem (18) is also feasible and bounded and
the objective function of the two problems retain equivalent
values. Dual problem (18) is simplified equivalently as prob-
lem (19). Placing problem (19) instead of problem (17) into
model (15), we derive the equivalent convex programming
problem model (16).
Solving model (16) may obtain the optimal pricing and slot
allocation strategy in the second stage.4. Numerical experiment
The assumption is made that a MTO operates a multi-node
container seaerailmultimodal transport line based on portA1.
The railway section is a container train route connecting the
nodes of railway stations S1S2S3; and the ocean shipping
section is a clockwise shipping liner route between places A
and B connecting the nodes of ports A1A2B1B2; with the
slot capacity Q¼150 TEU.
Known in the first stage are, the price of contract sale on
loaded container OD pair (ij) and (ji), the cost of transporting
an empty container on OD pair (gh). It is assumed that slots
demand of contract shippers has been obtained through his-
torical data, a random variable following normal distribution,
DІijeNðD
І
ij;s
І2
ij Þ and DІjieNðD
І
ji;s
І2
ji Þ. The data is presented in Ta-
bles 1 and 2. Given a confidence level of 95%, model (9) is
solved with LINGO software to derive the results of slot allo-
cation in the first stage as presented in Table 3.
It is assumed in the second stage that freight solicitation
time of free sale is divided into 2 periods, t¼1, represents
reserving slots two weeks in advance, t¼2, represents
reserving slots one week in advance. The greater of t, the
closer to canvassing deadline, and the less sensitive of
Table 3 e Results of slot allocation in the first stage.
OD pair Loaded container (ij) and (ji) Empty container (gh)
S1B1 S1B2 S2B1 S2B2 B1S1 B1S2 B2S1 B2S2 S3S1 S3S2
Number of slots (TEU) 28 33 7 12 25 10 28 7 8 6
Table 4 e Estimation and variation of the coefficients in demand function and price limit in the second stage.
(ij) and (ji) S1B1 S1B2 S2B1 S2B2 B1S1 B1S2 B2S1 B2S2
aijt; bijt and ajit;bjit t ¼ 1 232, 0.042 206, 0.040 49, 0.011 68, 0.015 156, 0.029 62, 0.011 131, 0.024 40, 0.009
t ¼ 2 65, 0.011 57, 0.010 11, 0.002 11, 0.002 42, 0.007 11, 0.002 58, 0.010 20, 0.004baijt; bbijt and bajit; bbjit t ¼ 1 12, 0.008 15, 0.010 3, 0.002 4, 0.003 16, 0.010 4, 0.002 14, 0.008 5, 0.003
t ¼ 2 5, 0.003 4, 0.005 2, 0.001 3, 0.002 7, 0.005 1, 0.001 6, 0.005 2, 0.002
Gij and Gji 2 3 1 1 3 1 2 1
Pij and Pji (CNY/TEU) 5040 5140 4335 4435 5190 4485 5090 4385
j o u r n a l o f t r a ffi c and t r an s p o r t a t i o n e n g i n e e r i n g ( e n g l i s h e d i t i o n ) 2 0 1 5 ; 2 ( 3 ) : 1 9 8e2 0 8206shippers' demand to price changes. Through statistical anal-
ysis of relevant data, the estimation and variation of demand
function coefficients in different periods on each loaded
container OD pair are presented in Table 4. Calculating the
value range of Gij and Gji, based on the assumption of MTO
accuracy in certain demand information, the values of Gij
and Gji are given in Table 4. Model (16) is solved with LINGO
software to derive dynamic pricing strategy in the second
stage, as presented in Table 5.
Integrating the results of models (9) and (16), the optimal
slot allocation and dynamic pricing under uncertain demand
with stochastic programming (SP) method are presented in
Table 6. Further, according to the same data in the example, if
demand is certain, by solving model (3) (the random demand
of contract shippers is replaced by the mean value of slot
demand) and model (4) (without considering the random
variation of coefficients) with the deterministicTable 6 e Dynamic pricing and slot allocation results comparis
OD pair Loaded contai
S1B1 S1B2 S2B1 S2B2
Uncertain
demand
First
stage
Price (CNY/TEU) 4600 4700 3860 3960
Slots (TEU) 28 33 7 12
Second
stage
t ¼ 1 Price (CNY/TEU) 4856 4933 4159 4307
Slots (TEU) 29 9 4 4
t ¼ 2 Price (CNY/TEU) 5040 5140 4335 4435
Slots (TEU) 10 6 3 3
Certain
demand
First
stage
Price (CNY/TEU) 4600 4700 3860 3960
Slots (TEU) 25 30 6 10
Second
stage
t ¼ 1 Price (CNY/TEU) 4773 4700 4238 4277
Slots (TEU) 31 18 2 3
t ¼ 2 Price (CNY/TEU) 4965 4861 4335 4435
Slots (TEU) 10 8 2 2
Table 5 e Result of dynamic pricing in the second stage.
(ij) and (ji) S1B1 S1B2 S2B
Price of free sale (t ¼ 1) (CNY/TEU) 4856 4933 415
Price of free sale (t ¼ 2) (CNY/TEU) 5040 5140 433programming (DP) method, the result of slot allocation and
dynamic pricing are also represented in Table 6.
The results indicate that if MTO adopts a two-stage optimal
strategy which integrates slot allocation with dynamic pricing
under uncertain demand by stochastic programmingmethod,
the total revenue is 1,296,104 CNY. If MTO adopts a two-stage
optimal strategy under certain demand by deterministic pro-
gramming method, not accounting for random demand, the
total revenue is 1,278,040 CNY, 18,064 CNY lower than the
former. Volatility of demand is considered in the robust
optimization model and more slots are allocated to the first
stage and to the t¼2 period (with higher price) in the second
stage, increasing revenue over the deterministic planning
model levels. Thus, the two-stage optimal strategy which in-
tegrates slot allocation with dynamic pricing considering
random demand may increase MTO revenue while satisfying
shippers' demand.on by considering uncertain/certain demand.
ner (ij) and (ji) Empty
container (gh)
Revenue
(CNY)
Total
revenue
(CNY)B1S1 B1S2 B2S1 B2S2 S3S1 S3S2
4750 4010 4650 3910 720 440 666,460 1,296,104
25 10 28 7 8 6
4979 4259 4929 4190 423,624
12 16 13 3
5190 4485 5090 4385 206,020
6 3 8 3
4750 4010 4650 3910 720 440 586,650 1,278,040
22 8 25 6 8 6
4750 4485 4650 4138 489,816
18 12 19 2
4916 4485 4816 4385 201,574
7 2 9 2
1 S2B2 B1S1 B1S2 B2S1 B2S2
9 4307 4979 4259 4929 4190
5 4435 5190 4485 5090 4385
j o u rn a l o f t r a ffi c a nd t r an s p o r t a t i o n e n g i n e e r i n g ( e n g l i s h e d i t i o n ) 2 0 1 5 ; 2 ( 3 ) : 1 9 8e2 0 8 2075. Conclusions
This study addressed joint slot allocation and dynamic
pricing for multi-node container seaerail multimodal
transport from the RM point of MTO by applying a two-stage
optimal model. The first stage solves the problem of slot
allocation for contract sale with negotiated price. The sec-
ond stage regards prices as decision variables, utilizing de-
mands of scattered shippers changed with price to derive a
solution to the problem of dynamic pricing and slot alloca-
tion for free sale. Considering the random variation of de-
mand, the models were solved with methods of chance-
constrained programming and robust optimization. A nu-
merical experiment verified accuracy of the models and
solving methods while revealing that differential pricing
strategies and a stochastic programming method increased
the MTO revenue.
Research was limited to only one transport line, necessi-
tating further research on container seaerail multimodal
transport revenue management with consideration of other
factors. Multimodal transport network research encompass-
ing multi-line, various container types, cancellations and
overbooking issues, demand variance impacts, and varying
parameters on slot allocation and pricing are recommended
for further application in MTO analysis for streamlining RM.
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